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This route is approximately eleven kilometres long
and takes about four hours to complete. It takes
you down the Camí Ral, parallel to the road C-31 in
the direction of Tarragona, to La Solana, a small
residential area, and then passes behind the Mas
Guineu farmhouse.
Going past the Mas Peirot estate and entering the
forest will prove quite an experience, as you will
hardly believe you are so close to the sea. The trail
winds its way through a dense and fairly new forest.
And among the trees, for those with a watchful eye,
you will see a shepherd's hut, called a mulassa in
this area.
Almost without realising, you will reach the top of
the Serra de Sant Antoni and Turó de l'Avenc,
where you can search for a cave called L'Avenc de
Sant Antoni. From here you will be able to see the
Cal Santó farmhouse.
Afterwards, you will head up to another farmhouse,
Puigdetiula or Puig de Tiula, as some people call it.
This picturesque house has a very distinctive
chimney. Keep going up until you come to the
short-distance trail (PR 143; white and yellow
markings), which will take you down to Cubelles
through the town's largest pine forest. If you go out
early in the morning, with a bit of luck you may
even see squirrels.
Stick to the PR, as it is a comfortable, easy way of
reaching Cubelles. And remember that in Plaça del
Castell you can visit the exhibition on the clown
Charlie Rivel.
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Difficulty: moderate. This route will be easier if you
start early in the morning. Some steep slopes around
Serra de Sant Antoni and Puigdetiula.

Plaça del Castell. Go down the steps and head towards Tarragona
on Carrer Joan Roig i Piera and then Carrer Víctor Balaguer, until
you reach the steps which lead up to the main road.
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Duration: 4 hours and 15 minutes, on foot.

2 Walk along the side of the road C-31 and cross the bridge of the
river Foix.

100% bicycle compatible. Paths are quite narrow due
to the branches of young pine trees around Serra de
Sant Antoni. Difficult downhill section to Turó de l'Avenc
and a few difficult uphill sections around Puigdetiula.

Mas Trader I

3 Signpost, in front of the garden centre, take the dirt path, Camí Ral.
4 Continue straight on the dirt path. Pass under the underpass.
5 Signpost, after reaching La Solana, take the second street on your
right, Carrer Mas Peirot.
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6 Turn left on Carrer Mas Peirot. Follow the PR markings
(white and yellow)
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Molí Nou
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8 Signpost, continue the PR markings (white and yellow). Turn right
and cross the motorway over the bridge.
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9 Arrow. Keep left. Directly in front of you, you will see the fence
bordering the Mas Peirot estate. This is where the tarmac ends
and the trail begins.
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10 Arrow. Follow the green markings on the right. On the other side
of the Mas Peirot fence, you will see a shepherd's hut or mulassa.
Green markings. Time: 1 hour.
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Continue on the dirt path and go behind Mas Guineu. Continue
parallel to the motorway.
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Corral d’en Cona
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Santa Maria
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11 Do not go downhill but continue on the main path. A little further
on you will see concrete milestones with the letters SS.
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12 Turn off the main path (Carrerada de Santa Coloma) and take the
trail on your left with white and yellow markings. The path zigzags
Sud
Eixample
a bit,Sumella
but always continue in the direction of Turó de l'Avenc.
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13 Before reaching the top, go down the side of Turó de l'Avenc. Here
you will find an iron gate barring the entrance to a small cave.
Time: 1 hour and 45 minutes.
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La Solana

La Gaviota
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Molí de Baix
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14 Follow the main path on the right to the paved road.
Bardají

21 Make an almost 180º turn to the right.
22 Continue on the PR.
23 Signpost. Continue on the PR to the right.
24 Left on the PR.
25 Milestone on your right. Continue on the PR parallel to

the wire fence.

26 Continue parallel to the fence.
27 Continue parallel to the wire fence.
28 PR 143 signpost. Continue straight towards Cubelles.

Time: 3 hours and 40 minutes.

29 Continue straight on the main path. Electrical power
distribution station.
30 Follow the PR to the left and cross the motorway.
31 Straight. Follow the PR to Cubelles.
32 Continue straight.
33 When you reach the C-31, turn left and cross the river Foix.

16 PR 143 signpost. Continue towards Costa Cunit, Puigdetiula.

35 At Carrer Dr. Juncà, turn right and enter Plaça del Castell.

17 Continue on the paved road and go past the gate to Cal Jové.
Time: 2 hours and 30 minutes.

Mota de Sant Pere

20 PR signpost. Continue towards Carrerada de Santa
Coloma, Cubelles. Go underneath the power line and
continue on the path that runs parallel to the power line.
Time: 3 hours.

34 Go down the steps and turn right towards Carrer Major.

Marítim

Clot del Basso

19 Continue straight, following the PR markings (white and
yellow).Continue to the left path.

15 Paved road on the right. Camí de l'Arboç. Continue straight until
you reach the PR 143 signpost. (PRs or short-distance trails can
be distinguished by their white and yellow markings).

Parc de Cubelles

Polígon Industrial
Les Salines

18 Signpost, continue to the right direction Puigdetiula.

End of route. Do not forget to visit the permanent
exhibition on the clown Charlie Rivel at the Tourist Office.
Time: 4 hours and 15 minutes.

